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COMMODITIES COMMODITIES COMMODITIES



Stock market still in a down trend, very choppy action 

Putin's invasion of Ukraine has confirmed a new cold war, and some argue the start of WWIII ( cyber incl satellites, fiber cut)

Ending the peace dividend and increasing defense budgets, while accelerating deglobalization

Heavy sanctions on Russia will be a shock throughout the world with soaring commodity prices

- Russian companies delisted from US exchanges

- Western companies largely stopping business with Russia, including shutting down businesses and writing off assets 

located in Russia

Russian production of oil and gas will likely plummet without western companies’ expertise and technology

Russia and Ukraine are major exporters of numerous important metals like nickel, uranium, palladium; oil and gas; ag 

products like wheat, corn, potatoes, seed oils; fertilizers; neon gas

Commodity demand vs supply was already strong because of many years of underinvestment as well as the push for energy 

transition increasing demand for numerous commodities



Europe starting to admit their “green” energy policy was insane after finding their energy transition cannot happen 

anywhere near the rate they were planning.  Having to reverse on nat gas and nuclear, and I expect will be burning a lot 

more coal.

Europe & other countries that have to import a lot of their energy are going to struggle to grow their GDP along with 

increased trade deficits and debt.  Oil and gas prices already exceeding all time highs. Companies in those countries that 

have to import LNG will have a much harder time being cost competitive with the US or other countries with mfgr that 

don't highly depend on imported LNG.

In addition to increasing their defense budgets, European countries are likely to significantly increase their fiscal spending

Shortages and very high commodity prices could cause global recession while famine is likely in many parts of the world



Increasing US oil production challenged: labor shortage, equipment shortage (incl replacement parts) and shortage of 

sand and sand transport trucks

Biden administration desperate to reduce oil prices so really wants to approve Iran nuclear deal, even though I think the 

additional oil production will be significantly lower than most think.   

Even met with Venezuela – likely to get as much oil in the near term from a turnip!

How will the Fed raising rates increase the supply of oil, food, fertilizer, etc.?

Feb 2022 CPI 7.9% (pre-invasion)  >> Stagflation environment

China carefully watching what happens with Putin - implications for China aggression toward Taiwan

US threatening sanctions on China and other countries that trade with Russia

What are the unintended 2nd and 3rd order effects of these rapidly implemented, unprecedented sanctions?



Advertised:  ESG means Environmental, Social and Governance

Reality: ESG means Energy Shortage Guaranteed!



Sell in May and Go Away???

(or Wait for mid-July and a Higher High???)

2021 -1.11        2.61 4.24 5.24 0.55 2.22 2.28 2.90 -4.66       7.01        -0.83           4.4
2022        -5.26       -3.14





































End of Markets Summary


